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{Lyrics of "Sukuna UK Drill - Everyone Diss"}

{Intro}

Gambare, Gambare

He had one job, to land one hit

Shambolic, Ironic

The Cursed Spirit of Fire got burnt to a crisp

Returned the favor sent the twins to meet Geto

I fulfilled their wish

I'm not the King of Blessings

All I wanna do is chop up women and kids

{Chorus}

Last thing they heard was ", FÅ«ga"

I'm a Special Grade abuser

Blew up Shibuya everything gets burned

It's the return of King Sukuna (Kotowaru !)

I'm not helping my vessel

I'm a real demon, not Kurama

I'd rather use his body to catch some bodies

And give him trauma

{Verse 1}

How you got the power to adapt

And still get put in a pack

He sees my attack

Impressive, I had to react

Everyone's bad till my arrows impact

Fifteen fingers I'm more than a handful

Three fingers is a handicap

You don't wanna lift your head too high



Like Kenjaku I'll push your wig back

GojÅ•'s only the strongest sorcerer

In an era where I'm not in

I'd admit I lost the first round

For the violation Imma have to spin

He said he'd win that ain't gonna age well

When I'm full power his chance is slim

I don't care about ranking if it ain't strenght

Imma show him why they call me king

{Chorus}

Last thing they heard was ", FÅ«ga"

I'm a Special Grade abuser

Blew up Shibuya everything gets burned

It's the return of King Sukuna (Kotowaru !)

I'm not helping my vessel

I'm a real demon, not Kurama

I'd rather use his body to catch some bodies

And give him trauma

{Verse 1}

Mada, mada don't move or die

I'm the embodiment of fear

They'd rather get hit with a meteorite

Malevolent Shrine is one of a kind

I paint the street red without a canvas

Two hundred meters nobody survives

Had to shorten the range for Megumi

Only time I cared about saving a life

Easy to see how pathetic you are

When the moon shines through at this angle

Jaw hanging his face got mangled

Ballet dancing I made his feet dangle

Accept the defeat got PTSD



He won't even use his domain to battle

You're strong but dumb

Fighting the top two is what got you canceled

{Chorus}

Last thing they heard was ", FÅ«ga"

I'm a Special Grade abuser

Blew up Shibuya everything gets burned

It's the return of King Sukuna (Kotowaru !)

I'm not helping my vessel

I'm a real demon, not Kurama

I'd rather use his body to catch some bodies

And give him trauma

{Outro}

How you lose to ChÅ•sÅ• in

Your own show side character ?

All his friends keep dying

Junpei, Nanami, Nobara

His dying words were help others

Dissapointment to your grandfather


